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Important items as per Executive Director (Tele Dev)/Railway
Board’s letter no. 2011/ Tele/9(2)/1 dated 25.02.2020
 Use

of IP-MPLS technology/standards for telecommunication
backbone for Indian Railways.
 All future works/replacement of SDH/PDH works, including works
where tender is yet to be floated shall be with IP-MPLS standards.
 All future exchange works/replacement shall be done with IP
exchanges. All exchanges can be integrated into one at the Divisional
level, wherever feasible, with provision of suitable bandwidth and ring
connectivity/protection.
 Creation of Integrated Divisional, Zonal and National Network
Management System and these will be operated as Network Operation
Centers(NOC),with relevant alerts and associated escalations.
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 It will include integration of all such NMSs for better monitoring and








proper resource utilization.
The telecom backbone of all future works/replacement of Data
networks such as PRS/UTS/FOIS/SCADA shall be with IP-MPLS
equipments, by providing separate VPN network, if required.
To optimize the cost and improve availability, same network
infrastructure may be shared for number of services, with required
security features and with ring/protection path and VPN networks, if
required.
Normally the open source software and equipment to be used for ease
in integrations and to optimize cost. This also includes for NMS.
Intensive training to staff on IP-MPLS technology shall be planned
immediately by IRISET and other Zonal Training Centers. IRISET will
prepare the training contents, including video clips of various modules
relevant to understand various aspects of IP-MPLS.
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Various letters/reports/documents of Indian Railway referred in this
presentation.
(1) Executive Director (Tele Dev)/Railway Board’s
letter no. 2011/
Tele/9(2)/1 dated 25.02.2020
(2) Report on Future of Telecommunications Backbone for Indian Railways
(Sept. 2019)
(3) RDSO draft spec. Version 1.0 for IP-MPLS no. STT/New Trans.Tech/674
dtd. 07.07.2020
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A. Operational Communication :
These circuits are provided for safe and punctual
operation of trains.
1. Section Control
2. Traction Power control
3. Traction Loco Control
4. Emergency Communication
5. Block Communication
6. LC Gate communication
7. BPAC
8. Data Logger
9. Driver/Guard to Station
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B. Administrative Communication


Exchanges (Existing & Future Inter-connectivity)
Railway telephony network that spans across all the
zones and divisions.



Many of these exchanges are already VoIP exchanges
and many are being replaced by the VoIP exchanges.



Remote subscribers at various stations are connected
using Primary Drop-Insert (PD) Muxes which in turn are
networked through SDH equipment.
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C. Data Communication
1. Unified Ticketing Network (UTN)
2. Freight Operation Information System Network(FOIS)
3. RC/SCADA
4. Video Surveillance/CCTV
5. Railnet
6. Railway Display Network
7. Wi-Fi Service
The services have the requirement from bandwidth
intensive, latency sensitive, real time application(CCTV,
VSS,WiFi,etc) to low bandwidth, latency tolerant
applications(E-Tender,E-Office,Email,etc.).

EXISTING TECHNOLOGY(SDH)
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Railways has adopted SDH technology on OFC for it
short haul (managed by Railways) and long haul
communication(managed by RailTel) requirements.
STM-1 equipment are provided at all the stations with:
i) Drop/Insert E1 circuits for PD Mux, WAN interfaces for
UTN/FOIS networks.
ii)Fast Ethernet (IEEE 10 BASE-T) circuits to cater to
Ethernet end users e.g DSLAMs to extend Railnet at
remote stations.
Control comm., TPC,TLC etc are derived from dropped
E1s.
At every station a auto phone of the divisional exchange
is also provided.

EXISTING TECHNOLOGY(SDH)
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The bandwidth requirement in the future for various
applications are tabulated below.
S.
No.

Application

Bandwidth at
Major Stn.

Jn. Station

Wayside Stn.

1

UTN

10 Mbps

2 Mbps

2 Mbps

2

FOIS

10Mbps

2 Mbps

2 Mbps

3

RC/SCADA

10 Mbps

2 Mbps

2 Mbps

4

Surveillance

600 Mbps

500 Mbps

200 Mbps

5

Railnet

100 Mbps

50 Mbps

20 Mbps

6

RDN

500 Mbps

200 Mbps

100 Mbps

7

Wi Fi at Station

300 Mbps

300 Mbps

100 Mbps

Approx. Req.

2 Gbps

1 Gbps

512 Mbps
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Circuit Switching and Packet Switching


Since the invention of
switching has been the
voice communications.

the telephone, circuit
dominant technology for



Since
1970,
packet
switching
has
evolved
substantially for digital data communications. It
was designed to provide a more efficient facility
than
circuit
switching.
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Circuit switching:
- A dedicated path need to be established before data transfer
- Designed for continuous communication like voice service
-Channel capacity is dedicated for the whole duration of a
connection. If no data, capacity is wasted
- Inflexible as data packets are sent along the same paths
 Packet switching
- Does not require dedicated path thus lesser delay
-Data are transmitted in short packets hence better utilisation
of channel.
-Each packet contains a portion of user data plus some control
info like error detection/correction etc.
- Flexible as data packets are routed dynamically
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Definition

Virtual Circuit is the connection
oriented service in which there is a
prior reservation of resources like
buffers, CPU, bandwidth, path etc.

Datagram is the connection less service
where no such prior reservation of
resources is required

Path

Since the path gets fixed, all data
packets will use the same path and
consume same resources.

The path is not fixed and data packets are
free to decide the path dynamically as per
the routing tables on routers.

Header

As the same path is followed by all
the data packets, a common header
is being used by the first packet,
called as global header

All the packets require to carry the
headers as they can follow any path

Complexity

Less Complex and more reliable

More complex and less reliable

Cost

Costlier

Less Costlier

Imp Note: Internet is an example of a Datagram Network

TCP/IP Architecture Model
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It is a networking model with 5 layer architecture which is now widely used
than the 7 layer OSI model. It explains the complete communication set
up user to user.
OSI Layer OSI Layer
No.
Equivalent
TCP/IP Layer
TCP/IP Protocol Examples
5,6,7

Application,
Session,
Presentation

Application

NFS, NIS+,
DNS, TELNET, FTP, RLOG
IN, RSH, RCP, RIP, RDISC,
SNMP, and others

4

Transport

Transport

TCP, UDP

3

Network

Internet

IP, ARP, ICMP

2

Data Link

1

Physical

Network Access

Ethernet, RS-232,ATM,
Frame Relay etc.

MPLS : An Efficient Approach For IP
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MPLS stands for Multiprotocol Label Switching.
It provides high performance method of forwarding packets
through the network by combining layer 2 Switching technologies
with layer 3 Routing technologies.
In MPLS, Packet payloads(actual data) are not examined by the
forwarding routers, allowing for the transport of multiple protocols.
Thus MPLS packets can support Layer 2 protocols such as ATM,
Frame Relay and layer-3 protocols such as UDP, TCP/IP.
Label Switched: Forwarding packets based on labels rather than
routing them based on IP headers.
Packets are processed faster because the time to switching a
label is shorter as compared to routing an IP header.
It provides facility of traffic-engineering and QoS (Quality of
service)

MPLS : An Efficient Approach For IP
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ATM/FR

ATM/FR

Virtual Circuits

IP/MPLS
Ethernet

Internet
IP VPN

Ethernet

Tunnel LSP

Internet
IP VPN
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Label Edge
Router (LER)

LSP
Label Switched Path

Railway
IP Network 2

Core
Functions

Edge
Functions
Label Edge
Router (LER)

Label Switch
Router (LSR)

Label Switch
Router (LSR)

MPLS Terminology
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 Label Edge Router (LER): A device that sits at the edge of

an MPLS domain that is can utilize the routing information
to assign labels to datagrams and then forward them into
an MPLS domain.
 Function of LER:

- Ingress LER examines inbound packets, classifies
packets, adds MPLS header and assigns initial label.
- Egress LER removes the MPLS header and routes
packets according to their destination IP address

MPLS Terminology
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 Label Switching Router (LSR): A device that typically

resides in Core of the network and can Switch packets
based upon a label.
 Label Switched Path (LSP): is a pre-determined
unidirectional path that a packet travels through a network
based upon the labels that are assigned to that packet.
These paths are established by MPLS routers.
 Label Switching: is the term used to describe the generic
technology that combines layer 2 (circuit switching) and
layer 3 (routing) technologies. Labels are switched at each
LSR in core network based on information in label.

MPLS Terminology
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What is Label ?
A label is a 32 bit entity placed in MPLS header.
It identifies the path that a packet should take.
Label is applied at ingress/entry router and removed at
egress/exit router.
In between routers just swap the old label by a new label
as per label forwarding table.
Inside the network switching is done by seeing this label
attached
on
the
packet.

MPLS Terminology
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Structure of a ‘Labeled” Data packet in MPLS
L2 Header

MPLS Header IP Packet

Data

 MPLS header is attached to packet at entry/Ingress Router(LER)
 Label is removed at the end at exit/Egress Router(LER)

 Label Value: It’s a 20 bit field having basic label information used by each LSR.
 Exp: “Experimental”, used for Quality of Service, Queuing, Priority setting etc.
 S: “Bottom of Stack” flag. For a packet having more than one MPLS label, this bit

=1 for the last label or else it is always 0.
 TTL: TTL means “Time to live”. It decreases by 1 after each LSR hop. Packet is
discarded once TTL becomes 0. It is similar to TTL in IP

Forwarding Table in MPLS
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Difference between IP-Routing and MPLS-Label
Switching
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Parameter

IP Routing

MPLS Switching

Basic
Principle

Based on destination IP
Based on Label stored in the
address stored in the packet packet header
header

Path

No dedicated path, dynamic A virtual LSP (Label Switched
routing of packet,
path) is established before data
connectionless service
flow, connected service

Table used

IP routing table having IP
addresses

Label Forwarding table having
Label forwarding addresses

Layer of
functioning

Layer 3 (Network layer)

Between Layer 2 (Datalink)
and Layer 3, hence also called
as layer 2.5

Traffic
latency

Higher

Lower

MPLS PERFORMANCE
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• MPLS faster transit requires less CPU/memory.
• Smaller forwarding table—only contains known LSRs as
opposed to very high no. of IP networks routimg table
entries.

Routing
table

MPLS PERFORMANCE:
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
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PROBLEM WITH THE SHORTEST PATH

DS-3 capacity = 45 Mbps

OC-3 capacity = 155 Mbps

MPLS PERFORMANCE:
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING
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HOW MPLS-TE SOLVES THE PROBLEM

-Provide more efficient use of available aggregate bandwidth
-Maximize operational efficiency.

MPLS PERFORMANCE
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 MPLS based Multi protocol

- Packet payload(actual data) is not examined by routers but
only labels, thus multiple protocols data can be transported.
 MPLS based VPN:

-Using “service label” pushed with “MPLS label”, to
interconnect multiple sites over a carrier’s network. Each
site has its own private IP address space.
-Different VPNs may use the same IP address space.
 MPLS - Quality of service (QoS) support:

-Classification of incoming packets into different classes for
preferential handling of data traffic.

MPLS PERFORMANCE
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IR IP-MPLS Network Architecture
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IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME AND
MIGRATION PLAN
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 A Division is the basic operational unit of the Railways

 Most circuits originate from Div. HQ and terminate at each

of the stations in the Div., adjacent div. HQ, Zonal HQ and
the internet gateway.
 Considering the various services and applications used by

the div., it is desirable that Servers are located in the
Divisional HQs in suitable Data Centers.

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME AND
MIGRATION PLAN
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Broad migration strategy :
 Create a Divisional and Zonal NOC.
 Standardize the MPLS equipment .

 All future replacement of SDH shall only be with MPLS

equipment.
 Equipment

with modular and hybrid interfaces are
to be procured so that interfaces with legacy TDM
equipment are replaced as and when needed.

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME AND
MIGRATION PLAN
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 The communication network shall consist of MPLS rings

connected to every station in section terminating at a
junction station.
 The station to station MPLS connectivity shall be on 10G

optical interface.
 Data networks such as PRS/UTS/FOIS etc are currently

using IP routers at each station, with at least 2 active WAN
interfaces using E1 circuits, to provide route redundancy.
-After the introduction of MPLS nodes at all
stations, route redundancy function will then be vested to
the MPLS node itself for all the VPNs at that station.

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME AND
MIGRATION PLAN
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6) All future exchange works shall be with IP exchanges with
VoIP phones.

IP-MPLS Routers & Interfaces Configuration
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 The SDH equipment shall be replaced with IP-MPLS

routers. These IP-MPLS routers can be Label Edge Router
(LER) with/without Label Switch Router (LSR) depending
on fibre path terminations/size of the station/location.

IP-MPLS Routers & Interfaces Configuration
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 At the junction stations where there are more than two fiber

path terminations, an additional Label Switch Router (LSR)
should be used. The LSR should be equipped with 8x10G
(optical) ports.

 The LSR will thus cater to junction stations having fiber

coming from up to seven directions.

IP-MPLS Routers & Interfaces Configuration
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 In case the number of TDM ports(legacy services) increase

at a way side:

 In case an LER is to be added at a junction station, the

LER shall be added to the LSR.

NOC
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 Divisional and Zonal HQ NOC to be manned round the clock

on 24X7 basis.
1. Zone HQ NOC capabilities:
a. Single point of contact for interdiv. & interzonal issues.
b. Node installations, troubleshooting and updating for
zonal nodes.
c. Service provisioning for zonal nodes.
d. Internet Policy Control.
e. Overall Performance reporting and improvement
recommendations.
f. Patch management and whitelisting.
g. Backup management

NOC
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2. DIV HQ NOC capabilities:
a. Troubleshooting and updating.
b. Field support.
c. Node installations, troubleshooting and updating.
d. Service provisioning.
e. Performance reporting and improvement
recommendations.
f. Patch management and whitelisting.
g. Backup management.

TYPICAL BILL OF MATERIAL(BOM)
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Router Location

Router Type

DIV/ZONE HQ RTR

Type 1

Junction

Type 2

Long-Haul

Type 3

Short-Haul

Type 4

Budgetary Price with
1Year Support
(Th. of Rs.)
24,50
14,00
5,00
3,50

TYPICAL BILL OF MATERIAL(BOM)
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TYPICAL BILL OF MATERIAL(BOM)
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TYPICAL BILL OF MATERIAL(BOM)
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Cost Benefit Analysis:
STM vs IP-MPLS Router
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Cost
Equipment (Approx.)
A

STM-1

Bit Rate

2.25 L

10 Gbps
IP-MPLS
Router

3.0 L

Percentage Benefit

B

Cost per Bit
Rate
C=A/B

155.52
Mbps

0.00145
Rs per bit per
second

10Gbps

0.00003
Rs per bit per
second
97.93%

97.93% MORE COST EFFICIENT
BETTER UTILIZATION OF BANDWIDTH

Reference

LAR:
NCRPU/ST/BHAUDMR/OFC19
Dated 22.10.19
Abstract Estimate:
IP -MPLS
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